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6 ST. XAVIER COI,I,EGE.
Prospectus.
This instittttion, known at preRent as ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,"
was established October 17, I831, by the Right Rev. Edward D.
Fenwick, D.D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of
the "A t1zcnceZt711." In the year 1840 it was transferred, by the
Most Reverend Archbishop J. B. Purcell, D.D., to the Fathers
of the Society of Jestts, who have conducted it ever since under
the title first mentioned. It was incorporated by the General
Assembly of the State in 1842. In 1869 an act was passed which
secures to the institution a perpetual charter and all the privi-
leges ttsually granted to universities.
The course of study embraces the Doctrine and Evidences
of the Catholic Religion, Logic, M£::taphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Compo-
sition, Elocution, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Penmanship,
Book-keeping, Actual Business, Commercial Law, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French languages. The College is
provided with suitable Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a
valuable collection of Mineralogical and Geological specimens.
In the department of Chemistry extensive improvements have
been made, both in point of a large stock of apparatus, and of
excellent facilities for work. The new Laboratory is supplied
with every requisite appliance. Each of the forty desks is fitted
with drawers and lockers, separate drainage and water supply,
and gas for both heating and illuminating purposes. This
Laboratory is used by students in Qualitative Analysis a
General Chemistry; a I,aboratory Course in the latter bei
required in addition to the regular lecture and daily repetition.
The Library numbers about 16,000 volumes. There are




The Academic Year consists of one session, beginning on the
first Monday of September, and ending in the last week in June,
when the Annual Commencement, the Conferring of Degrees and
the Distribution of Premiums take place.
The session is divided into two terms-the first ending on the
first of January and the second in the last week of June. A
thorough examination of all the classes is made at the close of the
second term. There are four competitions during the course of
the year-the first in October, the second in December, the third
in February and the fourth toward the end of April. The first,
second and third competitions are followed by distribution of
premiums. The places or degrees of merit obtained by the
students in the different classes are publicly proclaimed, and
honors are awarded to such as have been most distillguislled for
good conduct, diligence and proficiency,
On completion of the Classical Course, the degree of A. B.
is conferred uponthose who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A.M. can be
obtained by devoting a'second year to the study of Philosophy in
the institution, or two years to a learned profession. Students
of the Commercial Course receive an honorary certificate on
completion of the course.
Every candidate for admission who is not personally
acquainted with some member of the Faculty, must produce
proper testimonials of a good moral character. If he comes from
another College, he will be required 'to present a certificate of
good standing in the institution which he has left.
Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or guardians of the
students, to inform them of the conduct and improvement of
their sons or wards.
Punctual attendance is earnestly recommended. Parents are
regularly informed of the non-attendance of their sons. In case
of absence, a note assigning a sufficient reason must be brought
to the Prefect of Discipline.
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In order that the lessons may be prepared with proper
assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons studying
at home for two or three hours every evening. When students
are to be withdrawn fro111 the institution, due notice should be
given to the President.
The College is open every morning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who come before the time of class proceed at once to the
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight o'clock,
at which hour the Catholic students heat Mass. At nine o'clock
the regular exercises of class commence, closing at three 0' clock.
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application and blameless conduct are required of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential points
renders the offender liable to effective correction, and even to
dismissal, if it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
. None are received as boarders in the College.
Terms.
As the institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent
for its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes, $60.00.
Students of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for the use
of the apparatus, pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5.00.
Certificates for the completion of the Commercial Course,
$5.00.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in
advance. The account for tuition dates from the day of the
student's entrance. No deduction is allowed for absence, save
in case of dismissal or protracted illness. The session is divided
into quarters, beginning respectively abo.ut the 1st of September,
the 15th of November, the 1st of February and the 15th of April.
ST. X ..l,"!TiR COr,r.EGE.
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The President and Faculty wish to express their grateful
acknowledgments for the following donations:
STUDENTS' CHAPEl....
The Students' Chapel has been beautifully frescoed and
supplied with stained-glass windows through the kind assistance
of Mrs. Mary Poland, who has, on former occasions also, been a
liberal benefactor of S1. Xavier College. As a recognition of
their gratitude to her and to her deceased husband, who was the
principal contributor toward the building of Memorial Hall, the
Trnstees passed a resolution, at their last meeting, to erect a
memorial tablet in the chape1.
MEMORIAL HALL.
Through the generosity of members of the Alu111ni Associa-
tion, Memorial Hall has been frescoed, and now presents an
a,ppearance more in keeping with its fine architectural propor-
tions. . •
Something remains to be done to make chapel and hall com-
plete; for instance, a larger altar in the chapel, and new stage
settings and fixtures in the hall, which, in spite of its dinginess,
has been the scene of so many pleasant gatherings during the
last ten years. We hope that friends of education, and especially
our Alumni who wish to show their love for Alma Jlfatcr, will
remember' 'Old S1. Xavier." Well equipped and cheerful rooms
lend material help to the work of both professors and students.
The Students' Library, which has been thoroughly renovated
and made free to all the courses, would gladly receive donations
of books and periodicals.
TO S'l'. XAVIER COLI,EGE.
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LIBRARY.
Thanks for donations to the Library are retnrned to
'I'm,; HOMAN SII,VER PI,A'l'E COMPANV:*
I-IoN. ]AMI';S S. R1CHARDSON.
I-IoN, CHARI,ES TAFT,
HON. BELLAMY S'l'ORlm,
H(lN. F. S. MONNE,;'l'T.




MR. JOHN Por,AND .
. MR. HARRISON CONRARD.
FAIRMOUNT PARK ASSOCIA'l'ION.
MR. THOMtlS I. MURPHY.
MRS. MARY POLA:-.n.
MISS MARY F. TANEY.
MRS. OSCAR VAN KIRK.
MISS MARY DEX'!'Im.
AMERICAN PEACE SOCIE'l'Y.
AMHRICAN PRoTECTIVE TARIFF LHAGUE.
AM1\RrCAN HUMANE SOCJWl'Y.
SMITHSON1AN INS'l'I'I'U'l'ION.
U. S. WAR DEPAR'l'MENT.
DEPARTMENT OF THE IN'l'ERroR.
TIU;ASURY DEPAR'l'MEN·l'.
GOVERNMENT PRIN'l'ING OFFICE.




Or-lIO S'l'ATE COMMISSIONER OF COMMON SCHOOl,S.
CINCINNA'I'I CHAMBER OJ' COMMERCE.
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There are two Courses of Instruction, the Classical and the
Commercial.
I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
The Classical Course is designed to impart a thorongh liberal
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose, the Ancient
Classics hold the first place as the most efficient instrument of
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek and English, the Course
embraces Religious Instruction, Mental and Moral Philosophy,
Astronomy and Mathematics, History, I,iterature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a complete educa-
tion. It has been found, by long experience, that this is the
only Course that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct
taste, teaches the student how to use all his powers to the best
advantage, and prepares him to excel in any pursuit, whether
professional or commercial.




The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of
correct reasoning, and to impart sound principles of mental and
moral philosophy.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION-Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures
in Explanation.
LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS-Russo's SU111ma Philosophica.
For reference: Hill, Stonyhurst.Series, Poland, Coppens.
ETInes-Jouin's Elementa Philosophire Moralis. For refer-
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ence: Hill, Russo, Poland, Stonyhurst Series, Liberatore's
Political Economy.
MATHEMA'l'Ics-Differential and Integral Calculus.
ASTRONOMY-Young's Elements of Astronomy.
SCIENcE-Special course, two hours a week.
LI'rERATURE-Special course, two hours a week.
EI,OCuTION-One hour a week.
CIRCI,ES AND SP:B:CIMENS.
CLASS OF RHETORIC,
The object of this class is the study of OratorYal'Jd Historical
Composition.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilmers' Hand Book. Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
lV/odds-1st Term: Cicero-Pro Lege Manilia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term: Cicero-One of the following orations:
It~ CatiIinam, Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario.
'racitus-Selections.
Horace-Select Epistles and Satires.
Practice-Latin Themes; Original Compositions; Imitations
of Models; Off-hand translation of Latin into
English, and of English into Latin.
GREEK.
,11ode!s-1 st Term: Demosthenes-Olynthiacs or Philippics.
Select passages into Latin.
2nd Term: St. Chrysostom-Eutropius; and one of
the following plays: Sophocles-<Edipus Tyrannus
or Antigone; or JEschyll1s-Promethells Bound; or
a speech of Demosthenes or Chrysost01l1.
Practice-Themes; Imitations; Anthology for reference.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Oratorical Composition; History. For
reference; Quintilian, Kleutgen, Blair.
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Orators and Historians.
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}/1odels-The best specimens of British and American Orators
and Historians.
Practice-Imitations; Original Compositions.:- Oratorical,
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1St Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Equations
of First Degree to encl.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytic Geometry.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Constitution and Government of the United
States.




The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special man-
ner, of taste, sentiment and style, which is to be effected chiefly
by the study of the best poets.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wi1mers I Hand Book. Lectnres in Explanution.
LANGUAGES.
LA1'IN.
Precepts-Yenni":'-Prosody repeated and finished.
111odds-rst 1'enn: Virgil's .£neid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections fro111 Christian Poets.
2nd Term: Virgil's .£neid.
Horace's Ars Poetica.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita-
tions; Original Exercises in prose; Off-hand trans-
lations.
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GREEK.
Prccepts-Yenni-Prosody. Anthology for reference.
Jllodels--':""Ist Term:: Homer's Iliad.
2nd Term: Homer's Iliad; Lyric Poets.
Practice-Themes.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introductioll- Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, inc!ud ing Epic and Dramatic;
Beauty; Sublimity; Taste; Novels; Essays. Kleut-
gen, Broeckaert, etc., for reference.
Literature-Jenkins' Manual-Poets, Novelists, Essayists.
J/lode!s-Specimens of Dramatic, Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic
Poetry.
Practice-Imitations. Original exercises in Poetry and
Essay-writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHB:MATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The object of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of Composition; Narration, Description, Dialogue, Letter-
writing. Comparative Grammar is made a special feature.
Versification is begun.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINB:.
Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.




Precepts- 1St Term: Yenni-Synt~x repeated with all notes,
etc. Prosody Begun,
2nd Term: Pros9dy continued.
Grammar.
111odcls---l st 'I'errll: Cresar.
2nd Term: Virgil-Eclogues.
Cicero-Extracts fro111 Minor Works.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and in imitation of All tlJors ;
Verse-making; Off-hand translation.
GRrmK.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Etymology and Syntax repeated
with all notes, etc. Anthology for reference.
2nd Term: Yenni-Comparative Grammar.
.~1odels-lstTerm: Palrephatus; Plutarch.
2nd Term: Xenophon; Old and New Testament.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and Authors.
I{NGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration and Description, Dialogues, etc. Englit;h
Versification.
111odds-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in Prose
and Verse.
Practice--'-Imitations; Original Exercises in Minor Species of
Composition.
MATHEMA'l'ICS.
I st Term : Wentworth's Geometry, three books.
2nd Term: Went'wOl th's Geometry, completed.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY--Ancient, Freclet.
ELOCU'l'ION-One hour a week.
BOOK-KEEPING.
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Academic Department.
Besides being a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
department aims at imparting snch an education as is usually
given by the High Schools and Academies. It comprises three
classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to complete the Htudy of Grammar
and to perfect the student in the simple forlllH of compoHition
begun in the preceding class.
CHRIS'l'IAN Ddc'l'RINH.




Precepts-rst Tei-m: Yenni's Syntax from Moods and Tenses
to .the end, excluding more difficult notes.
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated, with notes
entire and frequent drill.
il1odds-rst Term: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2nd Term: Ccesar.
Practice-Original themes on Syntax and Authors.
GREEK.
Precepts-rst Term: Yenni - Matter of preceding year
repeated, adding exceptions; contract nouns and
verbs, verbs in /J.C, etc., to Syntax, excluded.
2nd 1'erm: Yenni-Repetition of more eli fficul t parts
of Etymology; Syntax without notes.
A1odds-JEsop, Hierocles, Lucian.
Practice-Easy exercises in formation of verbs, etc.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction - Blemen ts of
Composition ; Words, Sentences, Punctuation; Fig-
ures; Epistolary Composition.





rst Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions,
inc1l1clec1.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, fr0111 Fractions
to Rudical ExpresHions, included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
H1STORY-F'redet's Modern.
GnOGRAP1'Iy-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
Oceaniu, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week'.
PENlVIANSHIP-Daily Practice.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, reacli-
ness in the analysis and construction of sentences, and fucility of
expression, by means of translation and qle simpler for111s of
Composition. Greek is begun in the second ten-n.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




PreceptS-1st Term: Yenni-Repetition from lists of Perfects
and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and Tenses,
without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, wit11
notes and exceptions.
J1oddS-1st Term; Historia Sacra.
2nd 'I'erm: Yenni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1st Term: Easy'I'hemes. Constant drill on English
and Latin forms of verbs.
2nd Term: Arnold.
GREEK.
(Begun at the opening of the second term.)
Precepts-Yenni's Grammar, as far as Regular Verbs,
included, omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
li'l ST. XAVIER COI,I,EGE.
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Pradice~CoIlstant drill on Nouns, Adjectives, and Regular
Verbs. Easy themes.
ENGLISH.
PrCl'epts~GooldBrown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models~Selectionspointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Pradice~Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions. Daily exercises in Reading and
Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical~Percentagei Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HIS'rORy~Fredet's Modern-Beginning to Crnsades.
GEOGRAl)HY - Appleton's Standard Higher - South and
Central America and Europe.
ELOCU'l'ION-One hour a week.
PUNMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of Latin is beguIl. 'I'he object of
this class is, by constant and thorough drill, to familiarize the
student with the elements of Grammar, both Latin and English,
and to begin their application in short and easy themes and
compositions.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




PreceptS-1st Term: Yel1l1i-To list of Perfects and Snpines,
omitting the exceptions.
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2nd 'term: Same matter repeated, including prin-
cipal exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier
rules of Syntax.
fl'.1odds-2nd 'term: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Easy themes. Constant drill on English and Latin
forms of Verbs.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentences.
Jl1"odels-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Readi71,!,"-Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
Spelli71g-Reed's Word Lessons. Daily practice.
ARITHMETIC.
1st 'rerm: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System; Four cases of Percentage.
2nd 'term: Percentage, with application to Disconnt.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-From begin-
ning to Central America.
ELocu'fION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
II. THE COMMERCIAL COURSE.
'this course offers to those who do not wish to avail them-
selves of a regular classical training, the means of acquiring a
good English or Com111ercial education. It embraces Book-
keeping, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elements of
Algebra; and to a complete Grammar conrse, it adds the study
of Style, the principles and practice of the minor species of C011l-
position, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious
Instruction. It is completed in four years, and prepares students
for commercial pursuits.
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FIRST COMMERCIAL CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Figures, Varieties of Style,
Letter-writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
.//1'odels-Specimens of minor Composition in Prose and
Verse.
Practice-Exercises in minor species of Composition, espe-
cially Letter-writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters.
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
1St Term: Practical Arithmetic applied to Business transac-
tions; Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, to Fractions included.
2nd Term: Practical Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements,
from Fractions to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.








Deharbe's Large CatechiS111, Part III.
Practical Instmctions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduetion-Beginnill~ to Figures of
Speech.
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J11ode!s-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Origitlal exercises, including easier
forms of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
ARI'fHMETIC.
1St Term: Ray's New Practical-Repeated from Fractions.
Special attention to Business transactions.
2nd Term: Work of the 1st Term continued. Copious
exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HrSTORy-Fredet's Modern-from beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHV-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa.
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
BOOK-KEEPING.
COMMERCIAL LAW.




Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Browl1-8yntax and Analysis of sentences.
J11ode!s-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions. Daily Exercises in Reading
and Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
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ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HIS'fORy-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-South and
Central America, Europe. United States reviewed
in studying History.
BOOK-KEEPING.




Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part 1.
Practical Instructions.
ENGUSH.
Precepts-Goold Brown---':"EtY1llology and Analysis of Sen-
tences.
J/1odcls-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Readi1llr-Excelsior Fifth Reader, and all hooks used 111
class. Daily practice.
Spcllil1/{-Reed's Word Lessons, and other books used in
class.
ARITHMETIC.
lSt Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions; Metric System; Four Cases of Percentage, Fractions
included.
2nd Term: Percentage, with application to Discount.
Copious exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Gilmour's Bible History.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-From begin-
ning to Central America.




The object of this class is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of grammar, chiefly by class-drill, to
form them to habits of attention and application, alld thus pre-
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requirements for entering this class are: ISt. 1'he applicant
must know how to read, write and spell creditably. 2nd. He
should know Arithmetic as far as Long Division, incll1ded.
CHRIS'frAN Doc'l'R INE.
Deharbe's Small Catechism, daily.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
;lfodds·-From Reader and other sources.
Practice-Object Lessons. Easy Compositions. Daily Exer-
cises from Whitney and Knox's Elementary Les-
sons, Part 1.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons. Exercises also from Reader,
History and other text-books.
Reading-Excelsior Fourth Reader.
ARI'I'HMETIC.
Ray's New Practical. Long Division to Common and Deci-
mal Fractions included. Copions exercises fro111 other sonrces
than the text-book.
ACCI~SSORY BRANCHES.






VOCAl, Ctll/fURE AND GESTURE-DRILL--The whole field of
I~locution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
Rendition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
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SECOND CLASS.
(Humanities and First Commercial. )
VOCAl, CUl.l'uRE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Power, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and Waves.
GES'rURE-DRILL-More difficult positions; Complex gestures;
Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Itxpression of the
passions.
THIRD Cl,ASS.
(First Academic and Second Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cadences;
Qualities of Voice.
GESTURE-DRILL - Combinations of simple gestures and
movements; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Second Academic and Third COlllmerciaL )
VOCAl. Cur:rURE-Repetition of matter of preceding year;
Breathing exercises; Articulation; Pronunciatioll; Concert-drill.
GESTURE - DRILl. - Position and Movement; Varieties of
simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drilL
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(Third Academic and Fourth Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Breathing Exercises; Articulation; Pro-
nunciation of Vowels and Consonants; Concert-drilL
GES'l'URE-DRILL-Positions in Reading and Declamation;
Simple gesttues; Calisthenic exercises i Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCH AND GERMAN.
The study of French or German is optional in either course.
Instruction in these languages is given without extra charge.
~"v /'\.A.v,..v~,..".,.,.-." r.l~fb'_-'-'~:'-Y-- '~l- ~'Y.::: \~ v-f'i -~. .::='" ~ '1 ~ I I/.:(/." <1"";_10~~-,_:....::
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93-94- - - - - - bY'P' A BURROWE.3 -
94-95 - - - - - -4 383 - A.DJERCKErS
95-96 - - - - - - - - 3r4 ~ H.OWENo
96-97 - - - - - -lil - - 38~ ff. O'CONNOR TH.,§EBAJTJANl
~,7-98 - - - - - - 1\ - ~/2 - -8-99 - - - - - - 1'Jj - 6. HOEFFER
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Post-Graduate Course.
At the earnest and repeated request of many fanner stu-
dents, a Post-Graduate Course of Philosophy and Literature was
begun in this College, in November, r896.
'fhe primary object of the course is to enable our own
gTaduates to continue their l)hilosophical and literary studies.
Hence when other supplementary subjects are introduced, they
will be treated not in the spirit of a technical training school for
specialists, but on broad general lines suited to educated men
whatever their profession may be.
Attendance is not restricted to those who have received the
Bachelor's degree or who are candidates for higher honors: all
gentlemen will be admitted who can give satisfactory proofs of
ability to follow the lectllres with interest and profit.
The full course will be completed in three years; but the
Faculty hopes to make such arrangements that, anyone who
wishes to pursue a particular study for a longer time, may find
ample opporttmities.
The usual degl ees will be conferred, but only 011 the strictest
conditions. Regular attendance, a written or oral examination,
and an original thesis will be required in every case. No hon-
orary degrees in Philosophy or Science will be given. However,
a certificate will be granted, at the el1d of the three years, to
gentlemen who have been regular in attendance and who have
submitted a thesis, but have not made the full preliminary
studies of the regular college course.
Regular attendance at the lectures in at least one of the
principal courses is expected even from those who are not
candidates for degrees.
Evenings are set apart for "scholastic circles;" and, from
time to time, there are lectures on special topics, to Wl1ich mem-
bers may invite a limited number of friends.
Noone will be admitted to any of the regular lectures
without a ticket signed by the Treasurer.
The regular lectnres are given on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 7 p. m., in the new hall which has been fitted-up
especially for the purpose.
l'ERJVIS : - Season Tickets for the entire Course, $ro.oo.
Diplomas, $5.00. Certificates, $5.00.
FACULTY.
Rnv. MICHAEL ]. O'CONNOR, S.].,
Rational Philosophy.
RIW. ]OHN N. POI..AND, S.].,
Ethics (Sociology).
HON. WILLIAM A. BYRNE, A.M., U •. IJ.,
Commercial IAlW.
Ib.;v. FRANCIS J. FINN, S.].,
Lectures 011 Oratory.
MEMBERS.
Babbitt, Edward]., LL.B., A.M.
Byrne, William A., LI"D., A. M.
Connolly, Gerald A., A.B.
Costello, John H., I..L.B.
Feth, Albert]., Ph.G., A.M.
l~itzgerald, Charles J., LL.B., A.M.
Grogan, James J.








Barnhorn, Henry A., A.B.
Barnhorn , Clement J.
Connaughton, John B., A.B.
Crane, Richard
Fette, George T., A.M., D.D.S.
Fitzpatrick, John E., I,L.B.
Gallagher, Bdward, A.B.
Healy, Thomas P., LL.B.
Hood, William ]., I,I•.B.
Maher, Thomas F., A.M.
Poland, Lawrence, B.S., Ph.D.






The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetings, annual
banquets, and the formation of societies for various purposes
under the Association; and to further the welfare of St. Xavier
College.
The following are eligible to active membership: (a) Regu-
lar Graduates of the Classical Course; (b) Adoptive Alu1l1ni;
(c) ex-Students of the Collegiate Department whose classes have
graduated; (d) Those who have received the certificate of Com-
mereial Course and who are twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those all whom the
Association may see fit to confer the title.
OFFICERS FOR !899.
RIW. JOlIN N. POLAND, S.]., Moderator.
HENRY A. BARNHORN, President.
S'.I'EPI-IJ<:N W. HOLLEN, Active Vice-President.
MICHAEL A. GARRIGAN, 1
0'1''1'0 ]. OS'l'ENDORF,
JOHN H. RIEI,AG, II HOllorary Vice-Presidents.
JOl-IN ]. SULLIVAN,
EDWARD A. Foss, J
THOMAS 1. SCHUL'I'Z, Secretary.
JOHN J. LARKIN, Financial Secretary:
ADAM SCHMIt''I', Treasnrer.











Albrinck, Very Rev. J. C.
Achter, William B.
Armstrong, Francis A.








Bealer, Rev. George C.
Berning, Joseph
Blakely, Stevens 14 •














Calmer. Rev. Henry M.
Carbery, John J.
Cash, Denis F.






Connor, Rev. Robert n.


















































I-Tart, Dr. Thomas P.








































McMechan, Dr. James C.
McNamara, John VV.
Mitchell, UncoIn P.
Moeller, Rev. Bernard F.
Montgomery, William


























Ratterman, Dr. Francis 1•.
Rechtin, I-larry

































Sunll, Rev. Joseph F.
'faylor, Dr. Richard T.
Taylor, J. Willard
Templeton, Joseph N.
'ferrill, Dr. Jonas C.
Themann, Joseph A,
Theissen, Joseph B.
















Winner, Rev. Henry J.










The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to divine worship, by an accurate observance of the
liturgic rites and ceremonies; as also to afford Catholic students,
distinguished for excellent deportment, the honor of serving in
the sanctuary.
Censors,
GEORGIC A. HOEFFER, S.J.
Second Terlll.
,', Bel'l1arcl H. Bruns
, . , , ' , ,Paul F. Cassidy
...William A. Eicher
. . ,Walter O'Leary
( ."", Henry A. BrockmannI '... Matthew M. Mangold
1
',,.,,.. Goswin B. Menge
I
' .. , .W. I,edyard Mitchell




Bernard H. Bruns , , .Vice-President ..
Paul F. Cassidy .. , Recording Secretary."
Richard Passmore.. . ,Corresponding Secretary,
Walter 0 Leary. " .....Treasurer.
Henry A. Brockmann .... , 1
Leo F. Verkamp, ...
Matthew M. Mangold .




SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.
Q"ganized December 8, 1841.
This Sodality has for its object, the promotion of filial love
towarcls the Mother of God, and the practice of virtue and piety
among its members. The Director is appointed by the Faculty,










Robert A. Lanigan ..
Paul A. Gosiger.
RllV. l·'RANCIS J. FINN, S.j., Director.
~"'callJd Term.
. .. Bermtrd H. Bruns
James E. Quinn
Frederick S. Moore
. William A. Geoghegan
L. Gnstave Bonscaren
·Edwarrl C. Owens
· .joseph F. Dohan
· .. Paul A. Gosiger












Herbert B. Voss, \~Tillialll J. Ryan, Paul F. Cassitly, Joseph 1\1. Niehaus,
Eugene L. Berens, Joseph F. Dohan.
Second Term.
Joseph R. Conratb, Joseph B. Mueller, '\Villiam J. Ryan, 11r1>an Frenzer,
Thomas F. Hart, Thomas 1\1. Geogbegan, 'William M. Eger,
Henry A. Brockmann, Henry F. Krehe.
Censors:
First Ter1ll.
Edward F. Nurre, Joseph M. Nurre, L. Gustave Bouscaren, John G. Schuster,
John B. Spilker, George J. O'Bryan.
Second Terlll.
Robert A. Lanigan, Thomas D. Cooney, Charles F. Rolfes, John B. Spilker,
George J. O'Bryan, Clement A. Voet,
William L. Merten.
JUNIOR DIVISION.
REV. MICHAEl, A. LEARY, S.J., Director.
Fi rsf Tcrill.
Peter A. O'Brien.
. Francis A. Gauche.
Walter O'1.eary





















Henry B. Bexton ..
Howard N. Ragland ..
Bartholomew J. King.
Oliver Co Thomann.






Benedict L. Firnstein .
George G. Kuhlmann
.. Treasnrer {
} IIIedal Bearers {
Sacristans. {
[
.. Peter A. O'Brien





· ... John S. Mulroy
Henry F. Hartke
.Charles A. O'Brien
. ....John J. C(tin
· . Mark L. Mitchell
John P. O'Connor
1Ien ry B. Esterman




· .]oh11 P. Clark
· .]ohn L. Roth
. George G. Kuhlmann
THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY.
The Students' Library, established in r848, is an indispens-
able aid to the Faculty, in carrying out their programme of
collegiate training and instruction. The necessity of wide and
sympathetic reading in the best authors is obvious, if culture is
to be broad, and attainment varied. In particular, the teaching
of literature is not by precepts alone, but, in large measure, by
that manner: of practical instruction which consists in bringing
the student's mind into intelligent contact with the best examples
of literary thol1ght and form.
The Library is free to all students of the College whose
standing in their respective classes gives satisfaction. It is well
stocked with select works in the various departments of English
literature and is provided with an elaborate card catalogue, based
on the decimal system of classification.
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In connection with the Students' Library, though with a
distinct organizatiol1, is the Students' Reading Room, the object
of which is to offer those resorting to it, special opportunities for
reading and study. A l1t.uuerous collection of works of reference,
and a stock of journals, magazines, etc., representative of the
best periodical literature of the day, are daily at the service of
the members.
GII,BER'l' ]. GARRAGHAN, S.]., Librarian.
Joseph R. Conrath , Treasurer
George T. Geringer , 1 { ,. " George]. O'Bryan
Anthony J. HOllkomp ~ Assistant ,James E. Quilln
JohnJ. McCarty." , I I,ibrarialls Howard N. Raglalld
George A. Nees , , ) ,. , , . , , .Jesse W. Sanger
N. B.-Thanks for donations are retumed to Fr. Pustet & Co., and to
1\11'. Adam Schmitt.
THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
Was organized under the present name in 1841. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloquence, history and general literature. The
members assemble ill their hall every week for debates or for
the discllssion of carefully prepared essays on disputed points of
history.
]OSEl'H L. DAVIS, S. J., President.
First Term. Second Term.
Bernard H. Bruns .. , .... , .... Vice-President ..... ' , .....Bernard H. Bruns
William A. Geoghegan .. , . Recording Secretary, . , .William A. Geoghegan
Joseph J. Back .. , ' ,Corresponding Secretary Robert A. Lanigan
Joseph R. Conrath .. , , ' .... , .Treasurer .... ' .. , . , J oseph R. Conrath
Paul A. Gosiger. . . . .. . .. ,.} Committee { ,.,. .,. Paul A. Gosiger
L. Gustave Bouscaren. ..,. on , '" Thomas D. Cooney
Robert A. l.,anigan. . Debates. , . , , .... Edwin P. Ottke
Charles W. Kuhlman .. ' ' } . Censors. { ,.., " .Joseph B. Mueller
Francis A. Hartke. . . . , ,James E. Quinll
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THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
Was organized October 5, 1868. It holds its meetings weekly,
and by means of debates, essays and oratorical compositions,
affords its members an opportunity of acquiring ease and fluency
in the use of the German language.
MA'r'J.'HEW H. GERMlNG, S.J., President.
J;'irst Term. Second Term.
Bernard H. Bruns Vice-President. . . . . . . . .Bentard H. Bruns
Paul A. Gosiger Secretary. . Paul A. Gosiger
Joseph R. Conrath 'l'reasurer Henry A. Brockmann
Joseph M. Nurre "} Committee { Joseph R. Conrath
Matthew M. Mangold. . . . .. on Urban B. Frenzer
Urban B. Frenzer ' Debates Joseph E. Grollig
THE ST. XAVIER COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
Was organized on March II, 1884. The object of this Society is
to give its members an opportunity of improving themselves in
vocal music, and to contribute to the appropriate celebration of
religious and literary festivals.
JOHN M. CUNNINGHAM, S.J., President.
ANDREW J. BOEX, Director.
SENIOR.
Joseph J. Back.
George J. O'Bryan ..
Joseph B. Mueller .
William A. Eicher .
James B. O'Donnell
JUNIOR.
Lawrence A. Gosiger ..
Oliver C. Thomann. . . . . .
Richard G. Beehan. . . . .
John W. Boex " .










THE ST. XAVIER COLLEGE ORCHESTRA.
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Jor'IN M. CUNNINGHAM, S.J., President.
ANDREW J. BOEX, Director.
Edwin P. Ottke., , , , , '" '" . , , ., , Vice-President
Theodore A. Sebastiani. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
Joseph B. Mueller ,.................. . .. "" .Treasurer
John P. Lyons, , , .. . . } Librarians























The members of this association are. encouraged to spend
their leisure hours with pleasure and profit by devoting them to
the study of the theory and practice of photography. . They
receive instructions in both branches of the subject, and enjoy
the use of a well-equipped studio. Weekly outings in fair
weather provide facilities for practice in the field.
OFFICERS.
President. , , ,.. . ..James P. Monaghan, S.J.
Vice-President , .. , Francis J. Mtlnay
Secretary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis F. Kramcl'
Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry A. Brockmann
ST. XAVIER COl,LEGE.
THE ST. XAVIER ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
The object of this association is to encourage and direct out-
door games. Every student is eligible to membership who
attains a requisite standard of proficiency in his studies.
OFFICERS.
President. , . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . Joseph r~. Davis,' SJ.
·Vice-President.. . . .. . . .. . . . .., Frederick S. Moore
Secretary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Richard Passmore
Treasurer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. George J. O'Bryan
{
..... Leo F. Verkal11p
Committee on Arrangements. . . .w. Ledyard Mitchell
. . . . . . . . : .....J. Henry Kilduff
THE GYMNASIUM.
Believing that for a student a sound body is necessary to a
sound mind, the Faculty, in planning the new building, pro-
vided an ample gymnasium. It has been thoroughly equipped.
To prevent the danger Q,rising from imprudent exercise, and to
afford an opportunity for systematic, scientific and physical, as
well as mental development, a competent instructor has been
secured.
JOlm P. McNICHOLS, S.J., Presidel1t.
Frederick A. Moore. . . .. . Vice-President
Thomas D. Cooney. . . . . . . . . . . .. . Corresponding Secretary
Paul F. Cassidy. . . . . . . .. . Recording Secretary
Eugene L. Berens , . . . . . . . . . . 'freasurer
Theodore A. Sebastiani. 't { James W. Tracy
Francis A. Gauche ( .. Censors . . Francis P. Monaghan









Jan. 17-" Bismarck Jl ••.••••••••••.••••..•...• Rev. Eugene Brady, S.J.
Jan. 3[-" Wit and Humor in Literature" .. Ml< Cornelius B. Sullivan, S.J.
Feb. 14-" Aesthetic Paganis1n," (with recitations) .
Rev. James P. Hdeffer, S.J.
J884.
March 20-" 'the Antiquity of Man not proved by Fossils"
Rev. John 1. Coghlan, S.J.
March 27-" Current Electricity and Mechanical MoHoll "
Mr. Henry A. DeLaak, S.].
April 17-" Primitive Man not a Savage" Rev. John N. Poland, S.].
April 21-" George Miles: the Mountain Poet"
Rev. James F. Hoefler, S.J.
J886.
Jan. 13-" Edward Gibbon, a Skeptical Historian ..
Rev. Edwanl A. Higgins, S.].
Jan. 20-" David Hmne, a Skeptical Philosopher" .
Rev. Edward A. Higgins, S.].
Jan. 27-" Galileo : Fact and Fiction" Rev. Henry M. Calmer, S.].
Feb. 3-" Galileo: Meaning of his Condemllation "
Rev. Henry M. Calmer, S.].
Feb. 10-" Longfellow" Mr. Michael J. O'Connor, S.J.
Feb. 17-" Naturalism in Society" , . , . , .. , , ...Rev. R. ]. Meyer, S.J.
J887.
12-" The Age of the World Jl. •• . • Rev. :Henry M. Calmer, S.].
19-" 1'he Age of Man", , . Rev. Henry M. Calmer, S.].
26-" Acoustic Waves Jl ••••••••••••• Rev; Aloysius A. Lambert, S.].
2-" Modem Literature". ' , .. Rev. MartinA. McGiuuis, S.].
9-" Ancient Philosophy aud Modern Thought ..
Rev. Edward A. Higgius, S.].
Feb. 16-" Pope and Emperor" Rev. William F. Poland, S.].
March 2-" Philosophy of the l/and Questiou"
Rev. Edward A. Higgins, S.].
March 9-" Church and Republic Jl •• " ' •••• Rev. William F. Poland, S.}.
~890.
Ja1l. 22-" Logic vs. Il1gersoll Jl. • • •• • •. • •••. Rev. Martin A. Harts, S.].
Jan. 29-" Chemical Al1alysis Jl •••••.••.• Mr. Charles]. Borgmeyer, S.].
Feb. 5-" The Soul of Art" .. , , Rev. John N. Poland, S.J.
Feb. 12-" Observations on the S1111 Jl •. , Rev. Charles M. Charropill, S.J.
Feb. 26-" The Inquisition Jl • Rev. Henry M. Calmer, S.j.
















March 16-" Moelem Medicine".
Sl'. XAVIER COI,I,EGE.
1893-94.
15-" Before the Days of Printing" .... Rev. William F. Poland, S.J.
29-" l'he Renaissance". , Rev. Thomas A. Hughes, S.J.
5-" The Tower of London,'" (Illustmted,)
Rev. James J. Conway, S.J.
Feb. 19 -" WASHING'rON," (Literary and Musical Exercises,) The Alul1lni.
March 5-" r)teratnre and Life", . , .. , . , Rev. Alexander J. Burrowes, S.J.
1894-95.
15-" Life ill an Old-Fashioned Town" Rev. John N. Poland, S.J.
29-" The Law of Every-Day Life ".Wm. A. Byrne, A.M., LL.D., '75.
12-" The Chemistry of Water". , ' ... , . ' Rev. Joseph F. Rigge, S.J.
26-" The Jesuit" , , , . , ,. . Rev. Alexander J. Burrowes, S.J.
10-"Joan of Arc" Rev. James J. ·Corbley, S.J.
7-" How a Newspaperis Made" .Wi1liamJ.Tobin, LL.B., A.M., '81.
2r-" The Soul of Celtic Song" .. Thomas P. Hart, M.D., Ph.D., '86.
4-" 'the Prosecution of Criminals"
William Littleford, LL.B., A.M., '80.
Feb. 18-" WASHINGTON," (Literary and Musical Exercises,) The Alumni.
March 4-" Gl"eat Talkers", , William C. Walking, A.M., '83.
March 18-" The Dramatic in English Literature"
Louis B. O'Shaughnessy, A.M., '63.
March 25-' 'The Mysteries of Sound" Rev. Joseph F. Rigge, S.J.
1895-96.
Nov. 11-" Principles of Socialism". ' .. Rev. Alexander J. Burrowes, SJ.
Nov. 25-" Mines and Mining Life" Leo G. Cloud, A.B., B.S., M.E., '76.
Dec. 9-" Odd Points of Law" Denis F. Cash, LL.B., A.M., '87.
Dec. 23-" Impressions of Central America," (Illustrated)
Richard T. Taylor, D.DS., '90.
6-" Romance in La'!\'''. .. . .Anthony B. Dunlap, LL.B., A.M., '90.
15-" Goethe's Fanst," (German) .. , .Rev. Nicholas Schlechter, S. J.
20-" 'the Art of Expression" .. ,Charlemagne J. Koehler, A.M., '81.
3-" Early English State Trials"
Edward P. Moulinier, LL.B., A.M., '86.
Feb. 17-" WASHINGTON," (Literary and Musical Exercises,) The Alumni.
March 2-" Electricity in Everyday I,ife," (Experiments,)
Lawrence Polanel, B.S., Ph.D., '85.





16-" The Cradle of Jesuitism" ..... Rev. Michael J. O'Connor, S.J.
30-" Music: The Origin anel Development of the Pianaforte,"
(With Illustrative Musical Numbers,) l/ouis J4 evassor, '66.
14-" Heroes of the Papacy," (Illustrated,)








4-" The Turk". .., ... Michael A. Garrigan, LL.B., A.M., '7u.
18-" Impressions of Mexico," (Illustrated,)
. Frederick E. Mackentepe, LL.B., A.M., '86.
Feb. 1-" "Why Study I,atin and Greek ?·".Rev. Alexander]. Burrowes, S.J.
Feb. 15-" Notes of Foreign Travel," (Illustrated,)
General Louis Seasongood, '52.
Feb. 22-" WASHING'rON," (Literary alId Musical Exercises,) .The Aht11Illi.
March 1-" Mutual Influence of Mind and Body," (Illl1strated,)
Herman H. Hoppe, A.M., M.D., '86.
March 15-" Cremation". .Thomas P. Hart, M.D., Ph.D., '86.
March 29-" Tra<1itiolls of 01<1 Ciricinnuti " William F. Fox, JJ,.B., A.M., '85.
J897-98.
Nov. 22-" Shakespeare's Julius C~sar: A Study"
Henry A. Barnhorn, A.B., '77.
Dec. 6-" Athens; The Eye of Hellas," (German,)
Gustav Bl'tlhl, M.D., L1,.D.
Dec. 20-" A Dark Chapter of American History 1l
Henry J. Heilker, LL.B., A.B., '91.
Jan. 10-" Pompeii," (Illustrate<1,). _. . _. Rev. John N. Poland, S.J.
Jan. 24-" Stories altd Story-tellers". Rev. }<'rancis]. Finn, S.J.
Feb. 7-" Au Apology for the Useless".. .Harrison Conranl, A.B , '92.
Feb. 21-" WAS1-11NGl'ON, 1l (Musical and Literary Exercises, ).The Alumni.
March 7-" The Story of a Light Wave" ... Prof. James P. Monaghan, S.J.
Illustrative Experiments by the Class of '99.
March 21-" Pedagogics and the Ethical Movement"
Rev. William F. Polanu, S.J.
J898-99.
Nov. 14-" A Study in Eighteenth Century History"
Rev. Michael]. O'Connor, S.J.
Nov. 28-" An Infant Phenomenol1 " ... _.... - .Rev. Francis J. Finn, S.J.
Dec. 12-" Gounod as a C011Iposer of Sacred Music, "
(With Musical Illustrations,) Prof. Andrew J. Boex.
9-" The Church and the Citizen," Rev. Joseph A. Shee, '83·
23-" American Humorists". . ... Simon A. Baldus, A.M., '95·
6-" Romance of Kenttlcky History"
Francis M. Trac)', LL.B., A.M., '92.
Feb. 22-" W ASHINGl'ON," (Literary and Mn.sical Exercises, ) The Alumni.
March 6-" Electricity" .. , _'" .... _Rev. Thomas F. Treacy, S.J.
A short Musical Programme before each Lecture.
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VERY REVEREND JOSEPH GRIMMELSMAN, S.J.,
Provincial of the Missouri Province, S.].
FROM'l'HE
STUDEN'!:') OF S'!~ XAVIER COLLEGE,
MARCH 1 I, 1899.
. College Orchestra
.Col~ege Chorus
. .. Willis H. Fay, '01
.Paul A. Gosiger, '99
. ..... College Cho1"lts
Charles L. Coffin, '04
. ..... Rev. Michael]. O'Connor, S.].
. .Very Rev. Joseph Gri1llme1sman, S.].
. .... Chorus and Orchestra
"Amore del Cnor," (Snider) . ....
"Gaily o'er the Ocean," (AM) .
Poelll-" Reverie" .
Address-" Our Alull1nus, Class '72 " .
" Medley Guy Mannering," (B-is1zop).
" We Small Boys " .. . .
Introduction by the President.
Response by the. . .....
Finale-National Songs.
GREETING
FRO/If THE STUDENTS OF ST. X ..I ViER COLf.EGE,
'1'0 'I'HEIR REVEREND RECTOR,
THE REV. MICHAEL]. O'CONNOR, S.].
On t1ze Feast l!! !lis Holy RltrOIl,
SAIN'I' MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL,
1899.
Programllle.
" Crown Prince," (Rarllllrd).
Congratulation-Seniors .
Poel11-" The Angels of Peace" ~
" Departure of the Regiment," (nlpill). ~
"The Small Boys' Token". ~
Respollse.
" American Medley," ( Tobillti) .
. .College Orchestra





. Orchestra ann. Junior Choir
S'l'. XAVll~R COJ,LBGH.
St. Xavier Alumni Association.
COMMEMORATION OF WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
Sl'. XAVIER MEMORIA(, HAf~L, FEBRUARY 22, 1899.
Pn~lfra1lt1lte.
March~"The Bride Elect" Hlld "America," (S,msa). "'the Amateurs"
Introductory by the President. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Henry A. Barnhorn
Address-" Washington" . Denis I<'. Cash













· .. John P. Murphy
· John]. Larkin
.Henry A. Barnhorn
. William A. Byrne
· William 't. Burns
. . Simon A. Baldus
William B. Achter
Orchestral Music between the Scenes by "The Amateurs,"
ANDREW J. BOEX, Director.
SCENE I.-Captain Absolute's Lodgings.
Gavotte, "Florena".
SCENE H.-The North Parade.
Waltz, "Amore del euor" .
SCENES III and IV.-Acre's Lodgings.
Cake Walk, "Alabama Dream" .






Banquet of the Alumni Association.








I L .tfO-111or-row 'I
Song.
" The Passing Man"
"The Coming '\Voman ".
Prop:ramme.
.... Most Rev. WilHam Henry Elder, D.D.
Music.
.Presic1ent Heury A. Barnhort!
Music.




Dr. Wm. H. '\Veuning
..... Alu1llni Quartetle
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fj GUY MANNERING,"
I'RESENTEIJ BY STUDENT..') OF ST. XA VlEN COU.E(;j{.
MEMORIAL HAI,L, FRIDAY gVENING, I~F.ImVARV 10, IfJ99.
BelUjit if tIle Students' Libra?'j',
CAST OF CHARAC'l'rtRS.
Guy Mannering....
Julius Mannering, his brother ..
Henry Bertram, alias Capt. IJrown.
Louis Bertram, his brother ..
Dominie· Sampson, Louis' tutor




Tam McCandlish, landlorrl of " Gordon Arms"
Jock Jabos, servant at" Gordon Arms".
Bailie Mucklethrift .










· ...John B. Spilker
. .. .john A. O'Donnell
.JamesJ. Donnellon
·Thomas A. Murphy
, ... P. Elmar Beckel'
.George J. O'Bryan
· .Francis A. Hartke
.... Thomas D, Cooney
. .Cyril A. Ryan
.. Paul F. Cassidy
... Joseph J. Back
. .Anthony J. Honkomp
George J. McNamara

















ORCHESTRAl, MUSIC BY "THE AMATHURS."
ANDREW J. RoF,x, Director.
I< The Star Spangled Banner".
Overtme-" Americus," (new) ..
" Under the Moonlight" Waltzes, (new)
" Babillage "-String Orchestra .
Gavotte-I< Florena" ...








Oratorical and Elocution Contests.




Rev. Louis A. Tieman,





Mllrch-" The; President's Flag," (,SollIOlI) ,
Cnssills " On Honor" , ' , , . " ., "
" The Chariot Race" .
" The DealhlJe(l " . ,
" Huhert and Al1:hur " .. ,
"Gaily o'er the Ocean," (AOt)
SECOND sr~cTION.
, , The Hat" , . , . . . . . . . , .... '
" Here She Goes-'fhere She Goes", ,
Song-" Popular Medley" ,
II Ave Maria 1,. " ... ..•. , ..... , .....
" The Chariot Race" .. ,
'i'BIRD SECTION.
" 'fhe One-I~egged Goose" , .
" Dukite Snake" ..... , .




" The Goblins" .... , . , . , .... , '
" De Quincey's Deed" ... ' . '
" In Our Blessed :lVIother's Keeping",
" Annie and Willie's Prayer". ,
" The Young Actor" , ,_ .. "
"The Wedding Day," (Selectiol1s) .. '
ltrF'rH SECTION.
" The Wreck of the Hesperus" .
" Managing a Mule" .
" Becalmed" , . ,
" Marthy Virginia's Hand"
" That Little Hoy" , . ' .
March-" The Bride Elect," (So1lsa), .
ORATORY.
" The Spiritual Renaissance" . '
" '1'he Church and 'fhe Renaissallce " ,
Tenor Solo. .. , .
" Italy and '1'he Ren~issance " . . . . . .. . ' . ,
" The Reformation and '1'he Renaissance" _





















, ,Arthur C. Merk
,College Orchestra


























Adams, Henry F ..
Ahern, Cornelius'; .
Alf, George J .
Ambrose, JOhl1 C .
Anderson, Charles M..
Archdeacon, Joseph J ..
Austhlg. Henry J ...
Back. Joseph J .
Barlioll, Arthur G .
Badion. Walter C .
Bartels, Frederick H.
Barton, James F ...
Baurichter, Joseph H ...
Becker, P. Elmar ..
Beckman, Edward J .
Beehan, Richard G .
Berens, Eugene L .
Bergheger, Louis M.
Bergmann, George J
Berling. Joseph W .,
Bernens, Edward J ....
Bill. Carl A..
Bin, Herbert F ...
Bill, Leonard H ..
Bishop, C. Robert. .
Bissllleyer, Louis H .
Blase, Albert F ..
Bleckmann, John H ..
Blome, Charles H.
Boex, Anthony W

































· ... First Academic.
.Poetry.
. . . . .Third Academic.






















Bushelman, William H ..
Bykowski, Peter A.


















Casey, William A .
Cassidy, J. Leo
Cassidy, Pm\l F, ..
Cassily, Harry J ..
Chuck, Robert M , ..
Clark, John P .' .
Closterman,' Charles J.
CIOlld, Dominic L ..
Cloud, Francis C..
Coffey, Henry B..
Coffin, Charles L, .
Colina, Joh,l\ S ..
Comer, Albert L ..
Concannon, John P ..
Conrath, joseph R ..
Conway, john J .. , , ..
Corbett, james E ' .
Corcoran, William H.
Cooney, James P ..
Cooney, Thomas D .
.Corelano, Edward L.
Costello. Ralph J
Creed, Jerome D, .




Davis, Francis A ..
. . , ,Second Academic.
·Second Academic.





· .. Third Academic.
· .. First Academic.
· .Thh-d COll\mercial.


























DoIH~rty, Charles E .
Dolle, Walter P .
Dolt, William A
Donnellon, James J ..
Dorger, Philip H .
Dowling, Edward A .
Dreyer, Cliffotd II .
Driscoll, Laroy A .
Droege, Frederick J.,.
Droege, Leo J .
Dmcker, Edward A .
Drncket, Frederick H.
Drury, i~c1ward A.
Du Brnl, 'Clarence J ..
Dll Bml, Telford A...
Dulweber, J. Edward.
Dunphy, John P ..







Enneking, Norbert B. X.




Farrell, James W ..
Fielding, John J.
Firnstein, Benedict L ..
Fitzgerald, F1"ancis A.
Fitzgerald, W. Henry. ,
Flaherty, John S .
Flanagan, William E .
Foley, Charles G ..
























· .. Third Academic.
· .'First Academic.








. ..... Third Academic.
· .. First Academic.
·Second Commercial.
·Third Ac,tdemic.
· .. Second Academic.
·Second Academic.
, .Foutth Commercial.
· .. First Academic.
· ... Poetry.




























Gosiger, Lawrence A ..
Gosiger, Paul A




Grannen, George A .





Grollig, Joseph E .
Hackett, Edward P
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Hitzler, Adolph J
Hoban, John A.
I-laban, John E ..
Hoban, Robert A
Hoban, Thomas C .
I-logan, Thomas H .
Homan, Henry H .
Hoenemeyer, Joseph W .
I-Ionkolllp, Anthony J .
Hasty, William S ...
Howard, John E .. " .
I-lucke, Joseph C .
H uennann, Henry G.
Hughes, Francis C .
Hunt, Edward W .









Kelly, Peter D ..










Kilb, Robert J .
Kilduff, J. Henry .
King, Bartholomew J .
Kirk, Albert A .
Kottenbrook, Daniel F ..













· .. First Commercial.





· .. Second Academic.
· .. Preparatory.
· .. Third Academic.
·Third Academic.
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Krnthaup, A. B. Frederick ..
Kuebbing, F. Harry ..
Kuhlmann, Albert A ..
Kuhlman, Charles W.
Kuhlmann, George B ..
Kuhlman, Oscar S ..
Kuukemoeller, Bernaru W
Kyte, Albert F ...
Lanigan, Robert A ..
l,ear, Matthew A ....
Leen, Clareuce IN.
Leibold, Albert W ..
Limbach, Cornelius M.
J~yman, Paul J .





McDevitt, Charles J ..
McDonald, Edward A.
McFarland, Arthm J






McNamara, George F ..









Meyer, Leo T ..
Meyer, William A.
Meyers, William C ..
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Moonnann, Robert J ....
Mllehlenkamp, William S
Mueller, Joseph B, .
Mullen, John .
Mulroy, James F .
Mulroy, John S ..
Mulvihill, Philip 1. ,
Murphy, Lawrence C .
MUI'phy, Thomas A ..
Murphy, Thomas A. J ....
MUI'1'ay, Albert J ...
Murray, Edwin H.




Niehaus, Joseph M ..
Niemann, Adolph H.
N unlist, Francis J -
Nurre, Edward F.
Nurre, Joseph M,
Nnrre, Leo J .
O'Brien, Charles A.
0' Brien, Peter A.
0'Bryan, George J .
O'Connor, John D.
O'Co11nor, John P.





























































Phelan, William X .
Piatt, John J ..
Poetker, Joseph E.
Pund, Francis X.
Questa, Albert J ..




Rahill, William J .
Ratterman, Clarence J
Rattermanu, Hcn ry P
Raulf, Albert T .
Reardon, Francis A .
Reardon, Michael E.
Reemelin, Eugcne A.
Reemeliu, Louis F ..
Reemelin, Walter G
Reenan, James C ..
Reenan, William L ..
Reynolds, Arthur C.















Ryan, William J ..























































Piatt, John J ..
Poetker, Joseph E
Puna, Francis X ..
Questa, Albert j .

























Roth, John 14 .
Roth, Joseph L



























































Schomaker, George H .
Schone, George H ..
Schroder, Charles H ..
Schroeder, Lawrence B..
Schuster, John G. A..
Schwarber, Julius J
Scott, Francis L ....
Sebastiani, George J.
Sebastiani, John J. ..
'Sebastiani, Theodore A..
Seuberling, Martin A.
Sexton, Henry B .




Simon, John J ....
Smith, E. Purcell .
Spilker, John B...
Sprallge, Arthur J.
Steinkamp, George J ..




Streibig, Michael S .
Strieker, Henry C. .
Sweeney, William J.
Taylor, Gordon E.

























































Van Kirk, Sylvester D
Verkamp, Leo F ..
Verkamp, Oscar J, .
Viel, Cyril G,
Voet, Clement A, ..
Von Lahr, Oscar J ..
Von Wahlde, Clarence J
Von Zuben, Prancis J,
Voss, Herbert B




Weigel, Carl A. '
Wenning, Theodore H.





Wieber, William H. '
Wieckelman, Henry C .
Wilke, Joh11 M
Williams, Harry C, '
Williams, Morgan W.
Wintelher11ls, Henry A.










































Examination of Philosophy Class.
Philosophy.
IIIRS'1' '1'ERM.
THESES IN APPLIED ~OGlC, ONTOLOGY AND COSMOLOGY.
1. Truth in general can be described as conformity of mind and thing,
or equation of object and intellect.
2. There is truth in simple apprehension but only imperfectly and
implicitly; trnth in the fullest sense is f01111d in judgment.
3. Certitude, considered objectively, admits of different species, viz.,
metaphysical, physical and moral ; but considered formally, certitude is one
and indivisible.
4. Certitude may admit of degrees, not in the exclusion of doubt, but
in the firmness of assent.
5. Universal skepticism, as an internal fact or as a system of doctrine,
is absurd.
6. There are some truths that must he admitted without demonstration
because they are immediately evident.
7. In every demonstration and in every process of thought these three
things are implied and admitted, viz., the first fact, the first principle and
the first condition.
8. The testimony of the extemal senses about their own proper
objects, under the requisite couditions, is free frol11 error.
9. The testimony of the internal sense about its own proper object,
under the requisite conditions, is free from error.
10. The inteUect in its immediate judgments, whether a priori or a
posteriori, is free from error.
II: Reasoning, which is materially true and forma11y correct, is free
from error.
12. Consciousness, as to its own proper object, is free from error.
13. There must be an ultimate, supreme and universal criterion of
truth.
14. The ultimate criterion of truth is objective evideuce.
IS. Humall testimony can give US certainty in some cases concerning
contemporary and past events.
16. The term being, in general, is not univocal nor equivocal, but
analogous with the analogy of intrinsic attribution.
17. The idea of being in general is very different from the idea of
infinite being.
18. The principle of contradiction is rightly called the first principle.
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19. We know the essences of some things.
20. 'fhe essences of things are, in a certain sense, immutable, absolute.
necessary und eternal.
21. Intrinsic possibility of things does not depend formally on the
divine power nor on the divine will. hut immediately on the divine intellect
and remotely on the divine essence.
22. Every being is one. true, good.
23. Truth considered objectively is necessary, absolute and immutable.
24. The cOllcept of substance represents something rcal, and is not a
fiction of the mind nor a mere collection of qualities.
25. The principle of sufficient reason is absolutely certain; that of
'causality is analytic as well as certain.
26. The origin of the world cannot be explained by the theory of
Materialism, nor by that of Pantheism.
27. The world could come into existence oUly by creation.
2S. The primary end of creation is the extrinsic glory of God.
29. This world is not absolutely but only relatively the best possihle
world.
30. Miracles are possible and can be distiuguished from the works of
auy created agent.
SECOND 'l'ERM.
THESES IN PSYCHOLOGY AND NATURAL THEOLOGY.
1. The human soul is a spiritual substance.
2. Matter is essentially incapable of thought.
3. l~roll1 the union of soul and body there arises one composite nature
and one person.
4. The soul is the substantial form of the body.
5. The human sonl is both intrinsically and extrillsically immortal.
6. The human soul is free with the freedom of choice or of active
indifference.
7. The origin of -ideas is correctly explaim:d by the scholastic system.
S. Our mind has universal ideas or cOllcepts. Hence nominalism is
false.
9. The direct universal exists in the object, but not in the mallnel· in
which the mind apprehends it. Hence conceptualism is false.
10. The reflex universal exists in the mind formally; in the ohject
fundamentally or potentially. Hence exaggerated realism is false.
H. The existence of a Supreme Being [God] call be pro\'ell: (a) from
the existence of contingent beings in the ulliverse; (b) by the order of the
universe; (e) by the common belief and conviction of mankind, represented
by the 1110st enlightened peoples anclclasses of the ht1tWlll race.
.12. God is infinitely perfect.
13. God is ONE, SIMPLE, IiVIMU'rABLE, ETERNAL.
14. God knows all things, including future free acts of man, whether
absolutely or conditionally future.
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IS. God wills and loves his own infinite goodness necessarily, but all
other things freely.
16. Physical evil is not intended for its own sake, as an end; but God
can intend it or permit it as a means to some good end.
17. Moral evil is never intended by God; but the negative permission
of moral evil is not opposed to the divine attdbutes.
18. Conservation is continued creation; to continue in existence
creatures need the COllstant influence of the divine power.
19. God immediately concurs with each and every act of secondary
causes.
20. God's Providence extends to all things in the universe.
THESES IN MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
1. No created object, but only God the uncreated, can be man's
ultimate objective end.
2. There is an intrinsic difference between moral good and moral evil.
3. The morality of an act does not depend on the opinions of men,
on the lawsof the State, on public or private utility, hut on the essential
order of things and man's relations therein.
4. There can be no morality in a system which admits atheism,
pantheism or materialism.
5. The morality of an aet is determined hy the object, the end and
the circumstances.
6. There is a natural law.
7. The natural law, considered in itself, is absolutely unchangeable;
and in its more general principles it cannot be invincibly unknown to any-
one who attains the full use of reason.
8. There is an adequate or perfect sanction of the natural law, not in
this life but in the next.
9. Only a rational and free being can be the subject of right and duty;
and these terms are correlative.
10. Man is bound to worship God with internal and extel'1lal worship.
II. Should God reveal a religion, man would be bound to accept it;
and therefore indifferentism in regard to religion is wholly wrong.
12. Snicide is a grievous crime.
13. Lying is intdnsically evil.
14. Duelling is unlawful.
,IS. Homicide is a crime against the Natural Law.
16. The right of permanent ownership is derived from the law of
nature.
17. Authority is essential to every society.
18. The social state is natural to man.
I 19. Domestic or conjugal society was instituted by God, the Author of
natme.
20. The matrimonial bond is intended by the law of natme to be per-
petual ; hence divorce is unlawful.
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2 [, Marriage is not a civil but a natural contract; hence in its nature
and its principal rights it is independent of the State.
22. The education of children belougs by strict right to the parents,
not to the State.
23· The most important element of educatioll is religion; and to
exclude it (religion), violates the rights of God, of parents and of children.
24. Civil society is natural to man.
25· Roussean's" Social Contract" is fictitious, illogical, absurd.
26. Authority, essential to every society, is from God.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
I. GOD ONE IN NATURE.
1. God, whose existence is knowable from creation, is a pnre spirit, an
infinitely perfect being and an absolntely simple substance.
2. God is unchangeable, etertlal, immense ami olllnipresent.
3. God is omniscient, all-wise, almighty and free.
4. The Unity of God, knowable by reason, is a revealed truth.
II. GOD IN THR:E:E PERSONS.
I. There are three persons in God: The Father, the Son and the Holy
Ghost: each of the three persons is God by one aud the same divine nature.
2. TIle Son is hegotten of the Father, the Holy Ghost proceeds from
the Father and the Son, and each Person is distinct from the other.
3. Though the doctrine of the Trinity is a strict mystery, the knowl-
edge of the mystery is of the highest importance to man.
III. CREATION IN GImERAL.
1. God, who created the world freely and in time, preserves it and
rules it by I-lis Providence.
IV. 'tHE VARIOUS GRADES OF CREAl'ION.
I. God created angels who, originally enjoying a kind of natural hap-
piness, were destined for a supernatural happiness.
2. The faithful augels, for reward, enjoy the vision of God: 'the
unfaithful, for punishment, endure torments which shall have no encl.
3. The whole human race descends fronl one man and one woman, who
were adol'11ed with snpel'11atural gifts, subjected to a probation and fell from
their high estate.
4. Adam's sin is inherited by his posterity and extends to the natural
as well as to the supernatural prerogatives of man.




I. The Equation of Increments.
2. The Different kinds of Functions.
3. The Four Fundamental Rules for finding Differential toefficients :
(a) The Differential Coefficient of a Linear Function.
(b) The Differentiul Coefficient of a Polynomial Function.
(c) 1'he Differential Coefficient of any Logarithm of a P'unctiotl.
(Ii) The Differential Coefficient of the Sine of a Function.
4. The Deriverl Rules for finding Differential Coefficients.
S. 'rhe Theory of Maxima and Minima values of a Function.
6. The Deduction of Taylor's Formula and Maclaurin's Formula,
from the expansion of the Equation of Increments, and from the Theory of
Maxima and Minima.
7. The Development of Functions in Infinite series.
8. Application of the Calculus to the Solution of Problems in contin- .
uons quantity.
ASTRONOMY-Second Term.
I. The Celestial Sphere, and the variol's methods of stating the
position of a heavenly body.
2. Proof of the Earth's Rotation, derived from the phenomenon of
Foucault's Pendulum.
3. Proof of the Earth's Revolution around the Sun, derived from the
velocity and the aberration of I,ight; and the determination, by the same
method, of the distance between the two bodies.
4. Form of the Earth's Orbit.
S. The Synodic and the Sidereal Period of a Plal1et.
6. 'rhe Elements of a Planet's Orhit.
7, The Determination of the distance between a Planet and the SUll,
in Astronomical units, and also in miles.
8. Kepler's Three Laws.
9. The Deduction of Newton's 'rheory of Gravitation from Kepler's
Laws.
ro. Complete Mathematical Solution of the Problem of the Mution of
two bodies which act on each other with a force which varies inversely as
the square of the distance between them.
II. Determination of the Resultant Acceleration to which a Point is
s\lbject, when it traces any given plane path, and its radius vector sweeps
over equal areas in equal times.
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ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,
Fifty-Ninth Annual Commencement,
GRAND OPERA HOUSE, FRIDAY. JUNE 23. 1899.
Programme.
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March-" Maine Festival" (Hall)
"Anita" (Barnard)
"Sanction of the Law" .
"An Old Flemish Song" ( Volckerick)
" Dangers of rillperialism " .
"Amoroso" (Boex)







Select Junior Choir and Orchestra·
Robert A. J,anigan
.joseph J. Back
Grand Selection-" The Bride gleet" (Sol/sa)
Junior Choir, Glee Club and Orchestra
Conferring of Degrees.
Address to the Graduates
" Fantaisie du 8ud " (Kfolw)
Award of Medals.
Finulc-" The President's Flag" (Scon/oll)






The Degree of Master of Arts in Course
WAS CONFERRED UPON
JOHN B. CONNAUGHTON, A.B.,
GERALD A. CONNOLLY. A.B..
EDWARD GAI,I,AGHER, A.B.
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts








The Highest Honors of the Graduating Class
WERE MliRI'l'ED BY
ROBERT A. LANIGAN.
Donors of the Gold Medals
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A Purse of $100 was offered by MR. D, F. BREMNUR, of Chicago,
for the best paper on
.. The Catholic Spirit of the Renaissance Ell:emplified in Shakspere's Works."
Among three hundred and forty competitors belonging to the Philosophy,
Rhetoric and Poetry Classes of
ST. LOUIS UNIVER$I'l'V, St. Louis, Missouri,
S'l'. XAVIER COLLEGE, Cincinnati, Ohio,
ST. IGNA'1'IUS COI,I,EGE, Chicago, Illinois,
ST. MARY'S COLI,EGE, St. Mary's, Kansas,
DETROI'I' COLLEGE, Detroit, Michigan,
MARQUETTE COLLEGE, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
CREIGHTON UNIVERSI1'Y, Omaha, Nebraska.
The First and Second Places were won by
S'l'uDEN'l'S OV ST. LOUIS UNIVERSl'l'Y.
Places 0.1 Honor:
FOUR'I'II PLACE-William P. Deasy, St. Xavier College.
SEVEN'l'I-I Pr<AcE-Paul F. Cassidy, St. Xavier College.
NIN'l'H PLACr'........Eclwin P. OUke, St. Xavier College.
TENTH PLACE-'-L. Gnstave Bouscaren, St. Xavier College.
LATIN CONTEST.
The Gold Medal for the best Latin Composition was won by a
S'l'UDENT OF CRUtGH'I'ON UNIVERSI'I'Y.
Places 0.1 HOllor :
FOUR'l'H Pr<ACE-]arnes E. Quinn, 5t. Xavier College.
SEVEN'l'H PLAcE-Urllll\l B. Frenzer, St. Xavier College.
NINTH PLACE-Herbert B. Voss, 5t. Xavier College:
Subject: H The Death of William the Conqueror'"
Forty papers were submitted for ell:amination.
ST. XAVIER COI.I.EGH.
d)n Q!;otnUtCtuorattOl1
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of his Graduation
from
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI, OHIO,
President of St. Gregory Seminary,
HAS KINDLY OltFERED A
Gold Medal for the Best Essay on some Ethical Subject,





Subject: II Freedom of the Will/'
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College Prizes.
The Gold Medal
For the best .English Essay was merited by
WILLIAM P. DEASY.
Next in Merit:
PAUL F. CASSIDY, EDWIN P. OT'fKE,
I,. GUSTAVE BOUSCAREN.
!Doltor: The St. Xavier Alulllni Association.
Subject I "The Catholic Spirit of the Renaissance Exemplified in
Shakspere's Works."
The Gold Medal
For the best Scientific Essay was merited by
L. GUSTAVE BOUSCAREN.
Next ill Merit:
WILLIAM P. DEASY, JOSEPH H. BAURICHTER.
Subject I "The Liquefaction of Gases."
The Gold Medal
For the best Catechetical Essay was merited by
WILLIAM P. DEASY.
Next in Merit:
EDWIN P. OTTKE, WILLIAM A. GEOGHEGAN,
JOSEPH M. NURRE.
Subject I 'I What the Universe Tells Us of God."
The Gold Medal
For the best Oration was merited by
JOSEPH J. BACK.
Next in Merit:
EDWIN P. OTTKE, JOSEPH M. NURRE,
L. GUSTAVE BOUSCAREN.
Donor: The Xavier Lyceum.









CHARI.,ES E. DOHERTY, THOMAS D. COONEY,
EDWIN P. OTTKE.




JOHN B. SPILKER, CYRIL A. RYAN,
ROBERT J. KILE.




FRANCIS A. GAUCHE, JOHN A. RICHMOND,
JOHN P. DUNPHY.





Next ili Medt :
ERNEST E. OTTKE,
JOHN C. McFARLAND.




ROBERT IV!:. McMECHAN, PHILIP 1. MULVIHII"L,
GEORGE B. TOPMOELLER, CHARLES M. JACOBS.
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Award of Premiums.
CLASSICAL COURSE-Collegiate Department.
N. B.-The Premiums for First and Second Honors are determined by
the daily recitations and the quarterly competitions of the year. The standard
for the First Honors is 90 per cent., and for the Second Honors, 85 per cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal,
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
L. GUSTAVE BOUSCAREN, 98.
William J. Ryan, 96,
George A. Nees, 95,
Francis J. Murray, 95,
William H. Peters, 94,
William A, Heisel, 93,
Joseph M. Nurre, 93,
Joseph B. Mueller, 89,
First Honors:
Richard Passmore, 93,
Maurice A. Richmond, 93,
Thomas D. Cooney, 92,
Frederick S. Moore, 92,
P. Elmar Becker, 91,
John F. Neilan, 90.
Second Honors:
Clarence J. Ratterman, 85.
Class-Standing.
Cl-iRIS'fIAN DOC'l'RINE, LA'l'IN.
First: Frands J. Murray. ,first: George A. Nees.
Next in Merit: William J. Ryan, Next in Merit: L. Gustave Bouscaren,
Maurice A. Richmond, William J. Ryan,
Joseph M. Nurre, Joseph M. Nurre,
Thomas D. Cooney. Frederick S. Moore.
GREEK. PRECEpTS OF LITERATURE.
First: George A. Nees. First: L.Gustave Bouscaren.
Next in Merit: L. Gustave Bouscaren, Next in Merit: William A. Heisel,
Joseph M. Nurre, George A. Nees,
Richard Passmore, William H. Peters,
I~rancisJ. Murray, WilliamJ. Ryan.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION. MATHEMATICS.
First: Paul F. Cassidy. First: L. Gustave Bouscaren.
Next ill Merit: L. Gustave Bouscaren, Next in Merit: Joseph B. Mueller,
Maurice A. Richmond, William J. Ryan,
Frederick S. Moore, William H. Peters,
Walter P. Dolle. Francis J. MUl'l'ay.
PHYSICS.
First: I~. Gustave Bouscaren.





First: L. Gustave Bouscaren.






For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
URBAN B. l<'RENZER, 96.
First Honors:
William P. Deasy, 95, Francis F. Kramer, 91 ,
Joseph H. Baurichter, 94, Edwin P. Qttke, 91 ,
Joseph Eo Grollig, 94, John G. Schuster, 91 ,
Aloysius C. Krnempelheck, 93, Joseph H. Dittrich, 90,
Matthew M. Mangold, 92, \V. Henry Fitzgerald, 90,
Charles F. Rolfes, 92, Henry A. Brockmann, 90,
Morgan W. Williams, 90.
Philip C. Kates, 88,
Joseph F. Dohan, 85,
Second Honors:
Leo L. Crone, 85,
Martin A. Seuherling, 85·
Class-Slamifng.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. I,ATIN.
First: Charles F. Rolfes. ' First: Urban B. FrellZer.
Next ill Merit: Urban B. Frenzel', Next i.n Merit: Joseph E. Grollig,
W. Henry Fitzgerald, William P. Deasy,
William P. Deasy, Joseph H. Bauricltter,
Joseph H. Baurichter, Matthew M. Mangold,
Matthew M. Mangold, Edwin P. Ottke,
Francis F. Kramer. Henry A. Brockmanu.
ST. XAVIER COLI,EGE.
ORIGINAl, COMPOSITION. MATHF~MA'l'ICS.
First: Paul F. Cassidy. First: J... Gustave Bouscaren.
Next in Merit: L. Gustave Bouscarel1, Next in Merit: Joseph B. Muell'er,
Maurice A. Richmond, William J. Ryan,
Frederick S. Moore, William E. Peters,
Walter P. Dolle. Francis]. Murray.
PHYSICS.
First: I... Gustave Bouscaren.





First: J... Gustave Bouscaren.






For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
URBAN B. FRENZER, 96.
First Honors:
William P. Deasy, 9S, Francis F. Kramer, 91,
Joseph H. Baurichter, 94, Edwin 1'. Ottke, 91 ,
Joseph E. Grollig, 94, John G. Schuster, 91 ,
Aloysins Co Kruel1lpelbeck, 93, Joseph H. Dittrich, 90,
Matthew M. Mangold, 92, \V. Henry Fitzgerald, 90,
Charles F. Rolfes, 92, Henry A. Brockmann, 90,
Morgan VV. Williams, 90.
Philip C. Kates, 88,
Joseph F. Dohan, 8S,
Second Honors:
Leo L. Crone, 8S,
Martin A. Senherling, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRIs'nAN DOCTRINE. I,ATIN.
First: Charles F. Rolfes. . First: Urban B. Frenzel'.
Next in Merit: Urban B. Frenzer, Next in Merit: Joseph E. Grollig,
W. Henry Fitzgerald, William P. Deasy,
William P. Deasy, Joseph H. Banrichter,
Joseph E. Banrichter, Matthew M. Mangold,
Matthew M. Mflllgold, Edwin P. Ottke,
Francis F. Kramer. Henry A. Brockmann.
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GREEK. PRECEPTS AND LITERA'J.'URE.
First: Urban B. Frenzer. First: Aloysius C. Kruempelbeck.
Next in Merit: Joseph E. Grollig, Next in Metit: Urban B. Frenzer,
Aloysius C. Kruempelbeck, William P. Deasy,
Joseph H. Baurichter, Joseph E. Grollig,
Charles F. Rolfes,' John G. Schuster,
Francis F. Kramer, Francis F. Kramer,
William P. Deasy. Edwin P. Ottke.
ORIGINAI< COMPOSI'l'!ON. HISTORY.
First: Urban B. Frenzel'.






First: William P. Deasy.







First: Joseph E. Grollig. First: William P. Deasy.
Next in Merit: Urban B. Frenzel', Next in Merit: W. Henry Fitzgerald,
Joseph H. Baurichter, Joseph E. Grollig,
John G. Schustel', Joseph H. Bautichter,
John A. Buddeke, Urban B. Frenzel',
Francis F. Kramer, Frands F. Kramer,
W. Henry Fitzgerald. John G. Schuster.
CHEMISTRY.
First: Joseph H. Baurichter.






CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal,
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
'r. LINCOI;N BOUSCAREN, 99.
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Herbert B. Voss, 98,
John B. Spilker, 98,
Joseph M. Niehaus, 98,
Thomas A. Murphy, 97,
F;ugene A. Reeme1ill, 96,
Louis P. Reelllelin, 95,
First Honors:
F. Joseph Gosiger, 95,
Andrew E. Ryan, 95,
J. Henry Kilduff, 95,
Francis J. Von Zuben, 94,
Robert R. Hellmann, 93,
Francis P. Monaghan, 90.
. Second Honors:
Edward A. McDonald, 87,
Lawrence A. Gosiger, 87,
John A. O'Donnell, 85,
Cyril A. Ryan, 85.
Class-Sralldilll{.
CHRIS'l'IAN DOCTRINE. r..A!l'IN.
First and Equal: T. Lincoln Bouscaren, First: 'f. I,illcoln Iluuscaren.
Joseph M. Niehaus. Next in Merit: Herbert B. Voss,
Next in Merit: Herbert B. Voss, Joseph M. Niehaus,
John B. Spilker, John B. Spilker,
Thomas A. Murphy. Joseph F. Gosiger.
GREIn.:.
First: T. Lincoln Bouscaren.






llirst: T. I"incoln Bouscaren.





First and Equal: John B. Spilker, First: J. Henry Kilduff.
Herhert B. Voss. Next in Merit: Francis J. Von Zuben,
Next in Merit: T. Lincoln Bouscaren, 1'. Lincoln Bouscaren,
Andrew E. Ryan, Al1drew E. Ryan,
Thomas A. Murphy. Herbert B. Voss.
MATHEMATICS. BOOK-KEJWING.
First: Joseph M. Niehaus. First: Thomas A. Murphy.
Next in Merit: T. Lincoln Bouscaren, Next in Merit: John B. Spilker,
Herbert B. Voss, J. Henry Kilduff,
John B. Spilker, Herbert B. Voss,
J. Henry Kilduff. Joseph M. Niehaus.
S'l'. XAVIER COl,I,EOE.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal,




Charles W. Schmitt, 96, Francis J. Gerst, 93,
Louis G. Brinker, 94, Cyril G. Viel, 92,
Thomas M. Geoghegan, 9 I.
Second Honors:
Robert]. Kilb, 89, Edward]. Tracy, 87,
George]. O'Bryan, 89, Edward C. Owens, 86,








First: Louis G. Brinker.
Next in Merit: Anthony]. Honkol11p,
CyrilG. Viel.
ENGUSH PRECEPTS.
First and Equal: Louis G. Brinker, First: Anthony ]. Honl~olllp.
Anthony]. Honko1llp. Next in Merit: Chades W. Schmitt,
Next in Merit: Cyril G. Viel. Edward]. Tracy.
ORIGINAl, COMPOSI'I.'ION. HIS'I'ORY.
First: Edward J. Tracy. First: Charles W. Schmitt.
Next in Merit: Anthony]. Honkomp, Next in Merit: Thomas M. Geoghegan,
Cyril G. Viel. Anthony]. Honkomp.
MATHEMA'l'ICS. BOOK-KEEPING.
First: Francis]. Gerst. First: Charles W. Schmitt.
Next iu Merit: Charles W. Schmitt, Next in Merit: Edward]. Tracy,
Anthony]. Honkolllp. Louis G. Briuker.




For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was'merited by
PETER A. O'BRIEN, 98.8.
Oliver C. Thomann, 98,
Dominic L. Cloud, 98,
James .B. O'Donnell, 98,
Charles H. Schroder, 97.
Frederick G. Kallmeyer, 95.
John J. McCarty, 94,
First Honors:'
I,aroy A. Driscoll. 94,
John P. O'Connor, 92,
John E. Hoban, 91,
Robert M. Chuck, 91,
Francis A. Ganche, 91,
Hugo F. Schlochtermeyer, 91,
Austin G. Schmidt, 90.
Class-Stcwdillg.
I,A'I'IN.
First: Peter A. O'Brien.





First: Dominic J4 , Cloud.





!<'irst: Peter A. 0'Brien.





First: Peter A. O'Brien.





First: Charles H. Schroder.





First: James B. O'Donnell.





First: I<'!'cderick G. Kallmeyer.
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FIRST CLASS-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal,
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
FRANCIS J. WALSH, 97.5.
First Honors:
J. Leo Cassidy, 92 ,
Henry B. Estennan, 92,
William L. Reenan, 91,
Ancel C. Minor, 91,
J. Edward Corbett, 90.
George T. Geringer, 97,
Charles G. Foley, 95,
JOh11 A. Hoban, 94,
William A. Casey, 92,
Charles H. Blome, 89,
John B. Griffin, 88,
John P. Dunphy, 87,
Second Honors:
H. Louis Hehman, 87,
Francis A. Fitzgerald, 87,
Oscar S. Kuhlman, 87.
LATIN.
First: George T. Geringer.






First: Charles G. Foley.





First: George T. Geringer.





First: Francis J. Walsh.





First: William L. Reenan.





First: Francis J. Walsh.













Honors for Special Work:





Fur the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was medted by
THOMAS J. GLENN, 98.1.
First Honors:
James W. Farrell, 98, John C. McFarland, 94,
Francis A. Davis, 97, Purcell E. Smith, 93,
Henry B. Sexton, 97, Cornelius J. Ahem, 92,
Philip J. Dorger, 97, IVilliam J. Sweeney, 91.
Ernest E. OUke, 96, Francis X. PImd, 90,
I.,eo J. Droege, 96, George A. Grannen, 90,
Charles O'C. Browne, 94, Benedict J. Frueh, 90,
Wilford H. Schilderink, 90.
Second Honors:
Hemy S. Hurtt, 87, Edwin H. Murray, 86,
James F. Mulroy, 85.
Class-Stat/ding.
CHRIS'l'IAN DOCTRINE.
First: James \V. Farxell.






First: Thomas J. Glenn.






First: Francis A. Davis.






First: James W. Farrell.






Honors for Special \Vork:








For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
THOMAS J. GLENN, 98.1.
First Honors:
James W. Farrell, 98, John C. MeFarland, 94,
Francis A. Davis, 97, Purcell E. Smith, 93,
Henry B. Sexton, 97, Cornelius]. Ahern, 92,
Philip]. Dorger, 97, vVilliam]. Sweeney, 91,
Ernest E. OUke, 96, Francis X. Pund, 90,
I.eo]. Droege, 96, George A. Grannen, 90,
Charles O'C. Browne, 94, Benedict J. Frueh, 90,
Wilford H. Schilderink, 90.
Second Honors:
Henry S. Hurtt, 87, Edwin II. Murray, 86,
James F. Mulmy, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISl'IAN DOCTRINE.
First: James W. Farrell.






First: Thomas J. Glenn.






First: Francis A. Davis.






First: James \V. Farrell.







First: James W. Farrell.






First: James W. Farrell.
Next in Merit: Francis A. Davis,
Henry B. Sexton,
Leo J. Droege,
Thomas J . Glenn,'
Thomas A. McCormack.
GEOGRAPHY.
l?irst: Leo J. Droege.






First: Thomas J. Glenn.







l~or the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
HOWARD N. RAGLAND, 98.5.
First Honors:
William C. Meyers, 94,
Albert J. Wenstrup, 94,
William G. Carroll, 93,
Albert C. McCarthy, 91,
Arthur J. Sprange, 91,
Francis L. Scott, 90.
Charles L. Coffin, 97,
George G. Gamble, 96,
Theodore H. Wenning, 96,
William S. Muehlenkamp, 95,
George]. Steinkamp, 95,
Joseph E. Poetker, 94,
Second Honors:
Marti!! F. Enneking, 87, Otto]. Moorman, 86,
Ferdinand L. Kieffer, 86, Walter G. Peters, 86,
Bartholomew J. King, 85.
Class-Stal1diug.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. LATIN.
}'irst and Equal: William G. Carroll, First: Howard N. Ragla!~d.
Marth1 F. Enneking. Next in Merit: Charles I~. Coffin,
Next in Merit: Howard N. Ragland, George G. Gamble,
Joseph E. Poetker, Theodore H. Wenning,
William C. Meyers, William S. Mllehlenkamp,
Sylvester D. Vall Kirk. George J. Steinkamp.
71
GREEK. ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Howard N. Ragland. First: Charles L. Coffin.
Next in Merit: Theodore H. Wel1l1ing, Next in Merit: George J. Steinkamp,
Charles L. Coffin, Howard N. Ragland,
George J. Steinkamp, AlbertJ. Wenstntp,
George G. Gamble, George G. Gamble,
William G. Carroll. 'rheodore H. Weuning.
ORIGINAl, COMPOSI1'10N.
First: Theodore H. Wenning.






First: Howard N. Ragland.
NextinMerit: George G. Gamble,
Joseph E. Poetker,
Francis L. Scott,
o Theodore H. Wenning,
Albert J. Wenstntp.
GEOGRAPHY. ARI'rHME'rIC.
First: Howard N. Ragland. First: Joseph E. Poetker.
Next in Merit: Francis L. Scott, Next in Merit: George G. Gamble,
William S. Muehlenka1l1p, William C. Meyers,
George G. Gamble, Howard N. Ragland.
Albert J. Wenstrup, Charles L. Coffin,
William C. Meyers. GeorgeJ. Steinkamp.
THIRD CLASS-DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal,
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
ROBERT M. McMECHAN, 98.2.
Albert W. Leibold, 98,
George J. Sebastiani. 98,
J. William Ungeheuer, 97.
Francis C. Cloud, 97,
Arthur B. 'Thomann, 97,
Arthur J. McFarland, 96,
Henry F. Brockamp, 96,
A1fred J. Greiwe, 94,
Leonard H. Bill, 94,
Albert C. Jansing, 94,
John J. Bunker, 94,
Jumes C. Reenun. 94,
First Honors:
George T. Quinn, 93,
Lawrence C. Murphy, 92,
Philip 1. Mulvihill, 9I,
Edward B. Egbers, 91,
Leo J. Sander, 91,
Henry C. Williams, 91,
Walter J. Hausman, go,
Louis J. Roeslein, go,
Walter G. Reel11elin, 90,
Albert J. Murray, go,
George B. Topllloel1er, 90,
Francis \V. Imwalle, go.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
Second HOllors:
John B. Marischen, 89. Matthew A. Lear, 87,
Leo M. Hartke, 88, Clarence J. von Vvahlde, 86,
J. Clifford Savage, 88, J. William Healy, 86,
Edward C. Farrell, 88, Albert F. Kyte, 86,
Gordon E. 'raylor, 86.
Class.Stalld'il1g.
CHRISTIAN DOC'tRINE. LATIN.
First and Eqnal: Francis C. Cloud, First: Robert M. McMechan.
GeorgeJ. Sebastiani. Next in Merit: J. William Ullgeheuer,
Next in Merit: James C. Reenan, Albert W. J~eibold,
Robert M. McMechan, Francis C. Cloud,
Johu J. Bunker, Arthur B. 'rhomauu,
Henry F. Brockamp, Leonard H. Bill,
Arthur C. McFarland, George J. Sebastiani,
Arthm B. Thomann, Albert C. Jansing,
Edward B. Egbers. James C. Reeuau.
ENGLISH PRECEpTS.
First: Robert M. McMechan.










First: Arthur J. McFarland.









First and Equal: Francis C. Cloud, First: Albert W. Leibold.
Albert W. r~eiboh1. Next in Merit: Henry F. Brockamp,
Next in Merit: J. William Uugeheuer, James C. Reenan,
Robert M. McMechau, GeorgeJ. Sebastiani,
Arthll1' B. Thomann, J. William Ungeheuer,
George J. Sebastiaui, Francis C. Cloud,
James c. Reenan, Harry C. \Villiams,
J011U J. Buuker, Arthur J. McFarland,





First: Robert M. McMechan.








First: George J. Sebastiani.










110r the Higlrest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
PETER A. BYKOWSKI, 94.5·
First Honors:
George H. Rickers, 94, Walter J. Keni, 91,
Frederic J. Droege, 94, John M. Wilke, 91 ,
William A. Meyer, 93, Henry J. CassHy, 90 ,
John E. Howard, 92, James A. Hart, 90,
J. Carlton Brenna11, 91, Thomas C. Hoban, go,
J. Edward Dulweber, 91, Joseph A. Kennedy, 90 ,
Alvino J. Zallone, 90.
Second Honors:
Herbert F. Bill, 89, Leo J. Goesling, 88,
John S.. Flaherty, 89, Henry F. Kuebbing, 88,
Francis X. Gallagher, 89, Albert J. Q11esta, 87,
Charles M. Jacobs, 89, Richard J. Maguire, 86,
Bernard VI. Knnkemoeller, 89, Charles A. Meyer, 86,
Charles M. Anderson, 88, James F. Barton, 85,
Henry J. Austing, 88, Richard G. Beehan, 85,
George A. Buckley, 88, Thomas V. Brennan, 85,
Thomas S. Burns, 88, John P. Gannon, 85,
Henry A. Westermanll, 85.




First: James A. Hart.






First: Peter A. Bykowski.






First: Peter A. Bykowski.






First: George H. Rickers.






First: Peter A. Bykowski.






First: Alvino J. Zanone.






First: Peter A. Bykowski.






First and Equal: George H. Rickers,
Alvino ]. Zanone.























Henry B. Sexton, Joseph E. Poetker,
Charles]. Crowley, Joseph M. Callahan,
George J. Steinkamp, George G. Gamble,
George H. Schone.
Third Class.
Premium: FREDERIC J. DROEGE.
Next in Merit:
George H. Rickers, Francis ,V. Il11walle,
Peter A. Bykowski, Henry F. Brockamp,
Albert C. lansing, William A. Meyer,
George F. Qninn, Walter J. Kent,




Honorary Certificates for the Completion of the Course












For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
EDWARD N. KESSING, 97.
ST. XAVIER COLl,EGE.
Albert A. Kuhlmann, 96,
Henry F. Krehe, 95,
William L. Merten, 93,
First Honors:
William A. Dolt, 92,
John C. Daller, 92,
William H. Bushelman, 90.
John D. Scanlon, 88,
Second Honors:
Joseph 1;. Roth, 85.
Class-Standing.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Albert A. Kuhlmann.
Next in Merit: William A. Dolt,
. Edward N. Kessing,
Henry F. Krehe..
ENGUSH PRECJ!P'l'S.
First: Edward N. ·Kessing.




First: Edward N. Kessing.




F'irst: Albert A. Kuhlmal1n.




First: Edward N. Kessing.




F'irst: Albert A. Kuhlmann.




First: Albert A. Kuhlmann.




First: John D. Scanlon.





For the Highest Average in the Collective. Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOSEPH· H. BERLING, 93.
First Honors:
George M. Steinmetz, 9I.
S'l.'. XAVIItR COl:,l,ItGE.
Second Honors:
Henry P. Rattermann, 89, Joseph H. Rogers, 87,
Hugh D. Ragland, 87, Joseph A. Stermer, 87,
Francis H. Rothert, 86.
Class-Standittlf·
CHRIS'l.'IAN DOCTRINE.
First: Joseph H. Berling.




First: William L. Shannon.




First: Joseph H. Berling.




First: Hugh D. Raglal;d.




First: Henry P. Rattermann.




First: George M .•Steinmetz.




First: Joseph H. Rogers.








First: Joseph W. Hoenemeyer.
Next in Merit: Edward J. Braun,
Clifford T. Sheridan.
GRAMMAR.
First: Clifford T'. Sheridan.
Next in Merit: Joseph W. Hoenemeyer,
Edward J. Braun.
ARITHME'l'IC. COMPOSITION.
First: Clifford T'. Sheridan. First: Clifford 1'. Sherida11.
Next in Merit: Joseph "v. Hoene1lleyer, Next in Merit: Edward J. Braun,
John L. Roth. John L. Roth.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
BIBLE HIS'i'ORY. READING AND SPELLING.
First: Clifford '1'. Sheridan. First: Clifford T. Sheridan.
Nextin Merit: Joseph W. Hoenemeyer, Next in Merit: Edward J. Braun,
John L. Roth. Joseph W. Hoenemeyer.
PREPARATORY CLASS.
The Gold Medal,
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
N. BERTRAM SHERRIT, 97.
First Honors:
William H. Corcoran, 92,
Norbert B. Enneking, 92,
William J. Rahill, 91,
William J. Greiwe, 90.
Henry C. Wieckelman, 96,
Ralph J: Costello, 94,
Willard C. Gott, 93,
Second Honors:
ClarenceJ. McDevitt, 88, Henry H. Homan, 87,
Henry G. Huermann, 88, Henry B. Stock, 87,
William H. Wieber, 85.
aass-Sta1lding.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Henry C. Wieckelman.






First: N. Bertram Sherrit.





READING AND SpELLING. HISTORY.
First: Ralph J. Costello. First: N. Bertram Sherrit.
Next in Merit: Norbert B, Enneking, Next in Merit: Charles J. McDevitt,
William J. Rahill, Willa~d C. Gott,
George B. Kuhlmann, William H. Corcoran,
N. Bertram Sherrit, Ralph J. Costello;
Edward L. Cordano. William H. Wieber.
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GEOGRAPHY. ARITHMETIC.
First: Norbert B. Enneking. First: William H. Corcoran.
Next in Merit: N. Bertram Sherrit, Next in Merit: Hemy C. Wieckelman,
Henry C. Wieckelman, N. Bertram Sherrit,
William C. Rahill, Ralph J. Costello,
William J. Gl'eiwe, Willard C. Gatt,
Willard C. Gott. William J. Rahill.
PENMANSHIP.
First Class.
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Second Class.
Premium: ROHERT M. CHUCK.
Next ill Merit:
Petet A. O'Brien, Thomas C. Glenn,
Charles H. Schroc1er.
Third Class.
Premium: PETER A. BYKOWSKI.
Next ill Merit:




Excellent Deportment and Diligence.
The follQwing sttldel1ts were distingnished for excellent de-
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Droege, Leo J.
Drucker, Edward A.
















































































































































































































































Von Lahr, Oscar J.
VOll Wahlde, Clarence J.




















JOO, Perfect. 75, Requited to Excel.
'Those Students who, during the year, obtained an average
of 90 %were exempt frol11 the examinations. 'Their l1allles are
marked *
Adams, Henry F.. . . . . .. . 80
Ahern, Cornelius J *
Anderson, Charles M 89
Austing, Henry J. . . . . . Excused
Baurichter, Joseph H *
Becker, P. Elmar *
Berens, Eugene L ( 88
Berling, Joseph W. . . . . .. . .. ~.
Bill, Herbert }<'. . . . .•..... 77
Bill, Leonard H. . *
Bleckll1ann, John H. . . . .79
Blome, Charles H. . . . . .87
Boex, John W........ . .84
Bouscaren, L. Gustave... *
Bouscaren, T. Lincoln *
Braun, Edward J.. : .. . . ..77
Brennan, John C.. *
Brennan, Thomas V. . . .... 7S
Brink, George D .. 76
Brinker, Louis G. . . . . *
Brockamp, Henry F. *
Brockmann, Henry A. . . .;t
Browne, Charles O'C. . *
Buckley, George A. . .77
Bunker, John J. . . *
Burns, Thomas S. . . . . . 82
Bushelman, William H *





















Cassidy, J. Leo ..
Cassidy, Paul F ..
Cassily, Harry J.
Chuck, Robert M...
Clark, John P ...
Cloud, Dominic L ..
Cloud, Francis C .
Coffiu, Charles L .
Colina, John F .
Concannon, John P .. , .
Corbett, James E ....
Corcoran, William H .
Cooney, Thomas D .' .
Costello, Ralph J .
Crone, Leon L. . . .. . . . .84
Crowley, Charles J. . . . . ..... ·93
Daller, John. . . . . . *
Davis, Francis A. *
Deasy, William P. . . *
Dittrich, Joseph J. . . . . . . . .*
Dohan, Joseph F.. . .. ; 79
Dolle, Walter P 82
Dolt, William A '" . . . *
Donnellon, James J. . . . 85
Dorger, Philip H. . *
Dreyer, Clifford F 76
Driscoll, Laroy A. *
Droege, Frederick J. . . . . *
.80 •
.8r
























. . , .79
r~ear; Matthew A .
T~eibold, AlbertW .
Limbach, Cornelius M.
Kallmeyer, FI'ederick G ..
Kates, Philip A.
Kelly, Peter D .
Kennedy, James M.
Kennedy, Joseph A..
Kenney, Ennis J. ' .
Kent, Walter J .
Kessing, Edward N.
Kieffer, Ferdinand L.
Kilb, Robert J .
Kilduff, J. Henry .
King, Bartholomew J .
Kramer, Francis F ..
Krehe, PIenry F ..... " ...
Kruempelbeck, Aloysius C
Kuebbing, F. Harry .
Kuhlmann, Albert A .
Kunkemoeller-, Bernard W .
Kyte, Albert F ...
Jacobs, Carl M .
Jansing, Albert C .
Healy, James W. . . 79
Hehman, Louis H ·94
Heid, Emil J , 87
Heisel, William A , .:;
Hellmann, Robert R :;
Heukel, Leopold A.. . . . 84
Hickey, J. William..... . ·75
Hoban, John A...... ' *
Hoball, John E. .. . .. . *
Hobau, Robert A.... . .... 79
Hoban, Thomas C. . . *
Hogan, Thomas H. . . . . . 82
Homan, Henry H.... . 78
Hoenemeyer, Joseph W. . . .89
Honkol11p, Anthony J. *
Howard, John E .. ... ' ~,:.
Huermanl1, Henry G.. . .... 76
Hurtt, Henry S. . . . . . . . . . . . .77
Imwalle,' Francis W.....
*
Gallagher, William E 8r
Gamble, George G f..
Gauche, Francis A.. . . . . *
Geoghegan, Thomas M. if
Geringer, George T *
Gerst, Fraucis J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. *
Glenn, Thomas J. . . *
Goesling, Leo G. . . . 78
GosigEV', F. Joseph.. . *
Gosiger, Lawrence A 79
Gott, Clareuce H 82
Gott, Hubert H 96
Gatt, Willard C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .:;
Gra11llen, George A *
Greiwe, Alfred J. . . . . . . *
Greiwe, William J. . . *
Grogan, Richard L. . . . . . . . . . .. 87
Grollig, Joseph E. *
Hart, James A...
Hartke, Francis A ...
Hartke, Henry ,F.
Hartke, l,eo lVI ...
Hausman, \Valter J.
Farrell, Edward C : ,89 .
Farrell, James W x-
Fitzgerald, Francis A. . . . . . . . . . 76
Fitzgerald, W. Henry , .. *
Foley, Charles G ,*
Folz, joseph N 77
Foy, Willis H 80
Frenzer, Urban B *
Frueh, Benedict J ' . . . . . .. *
Egbers, Edward B , *
Eger, William .M 86
Enneking, August J , , .82
Enneking, .Martin F ·94
Enneking, Norbert B. X , *
Estermanl1, Henry B , *
Droege, Leo J .
Drucker, Edward A 78
Dtllweber, J. Edward. . . . . . *
Dunphy, John F ' ·79
ST. XAVIER COX,I,EOE. 93
Nees, George A. *
Neilan, John F. . . .*
Nickol, William A .. ",.".", ,93
Niehaus, Joseph M, . .*
Nielilaun, Adolph H. ' .78
Nurre, Joseph M ..
McCarty, Albert C, .. , . , . , .. , '. ,~
McCarty, John J, ... , .. , .... ", ',*
McCormack, Thomas A.. , , ' .. ,88
McDevitt, Charles J, . , .. , , .81
McDonald, Edward A..... , ... ,80
McFarland, Arthur J. , ., .,.... '*
McFarland, J01111 C , .. , ':11
McMechall, Robert M , '" ,~
Mangold, Matthew H. , , , .. , , " ':I-
Marischen, John 13".,., , .88
Menge, Goswin 13. , , ., , ,,82
Merk, Arthltr C. , , . , . , , , , , 80
Merten, William S" "".", .*
Messman, Henry J, , , ' ,77
Meyer, Chnrles A.,. , ,." ,79
Meyer, William A, .. , ,. , . , " .:f
Meyers, William C, .. " " ,., .:~
Minor, Ancel C..... . , , "" .:f
Mitchell, W. Ledyard, , .. , 82
Monaghan, Francis P , , , . .. '*
Moore, Frederick S, , " "'" .:f
Moonllann, Gabriel K , .. , , .. 79
Moorman, Otto J, ... , , , .... 80
Muehlenkamp, William S, , .. " .~
Mueller, Joseph B. . . . , , .87
Mulroy, James P, . , .. , , ,, , , . ,. ,88
Mulroy, John S, , . , . ..83
Mulvihill, Philip 1. . . *
Murphy, Lawrence C, . . ':f
Murphy, Thomas A. , , . , ... , , ,·73
Murphy, Thomas A. J. *
Murray, Albert J .... ,., *
Murray, Edwin H, , . ,.. Excused
Murray, Fraucis J, . '*
O'Leary, Walter. , . , ..... , .... 75
Ottke, Edwin P , .;}
Ottke, Ernest E. " .. '*
Owens, Edward C... .. . . 86
Pnssmore, Richard .. ",... *
Peters, Walter- G .. " ..... ,." .. 87
Peters, WilliamH., . . . .. . *
Peunung, Charles] ", .76
Phelan, William X, , . , , .92
Poetker, Joseph E , ., -:I-










Questa, Albert J, ..
Quinn, George F, .... ,. , ,., .
Ragland, Howard N .. , '*
Ragland, Hugh D, .. , , . . . ,77
Rahill, William J, . _... , ,." '*
Ratterman, Clarence J . . .85
Rattermaun, HellrY P.,.... .88
Reardon, Francis A... , " ... ,,80
Reemelin, Eugeue A.... *
Reemelin, Louis F, , , '*
Reemelin, Walter G... ". , . '*
Reeuan, James C. . . '*
Reenan, William L.. '*
Richl1l01ld, John A.. . 81
Richmond, Maurice J, *
Rickers, George H, '*
Roeslein, Louis J, , . '*
Rogers, Joseph H,., .91
Rolfes, Charles F. '*
Roth, Stuart T . . . . 75
Rothert, Fraucis H. . 85
Ryan, Andrew E.. '*
Ryan, Cyril A. . . .. . 79
Ryan, William ].. , . . . '*
Sander, Leo J ... , .
Savage, J. Clifford .
Schilderink, Wilford H, , .
Schlochtermeyer, Hugo F.
Schmidt, Austiu G .
Schmitt, Charles VIT. , .
Sch01naker, George H ..
Schone, George H
*




O'Bryan, George J ..
D'Connor, John P.
O'Donnell, James B
O'Donl1ell, John A ..
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Schroder, Charles H. . .*
Schuster, Joh11 G. A. . .:;
SChwarber, Julius J. . .. .. Excused
Scott, Francis L.... ~:.
Sebastiani, GeorgeJ. ..'
Sebastiani, Theodore A 83
Seuberling, Martin A 75
Sexton, Henry B. . . . *
Shannon, William L. . . . 8r
Sheridan, Clifford T. . 92
Sherrit, N. Bertram... ,l
Siemer, Bernard J. . . . . . .. · ... ·79
S1l1ith, E. PurcelL.. . . . . . . ,l
Spilker, John B..... . . . . . ':f
Sprange, Arth11f J. ... ,. . .;~
Steinkamp, George J .... .~.
Steinmetz, George M. . . . .~
Stermer, Joseph A. . . . . .92
Stock, Hemy B ,. ., .. ,84
Strieker, Henry C ,.,. . .. 86
Sweeney, William J. . .:;
Taylor, Gordon E... . . . .. 84
Thomann, Arthur B. . . . *
Thomann, Oliver C.. , *
Topmoeller, George B. .:;
Tracy, Edward J..... 91
Tracy, James W , , , 79
Ullrich, William A. .81
Ungeheuer, J. William. .*
Van Kirk, Sylvester D 87
Verkamp, Oscar J. . . .77
Viel, Cyril G , .:i-
Von WahIde, Clarence J. . . .. 86
Von Zuben, Francis J, , f..
Voss, Herbert B. . . .. . . .. . . .:i-
Walsh, Francis J. . . . . . . . . *
Wenning, Theodore H. . . . *
Wenstrup, Albert J . . . .:;
Westermann, Henry A ,.77
Wieber, William H. . , .. , , .80
Wieckellllan, Henry C .:;.
Wilke, John M...... *
Williams, Harry C.... .*
Williams, Morgan W. ' ·:f
Wintelherms, Hemy A. ., .. 75
Woeslllan, Francis H, .. 87
Wynne, Charles F" 81
Zanone, Alvino J, .
Opening of Fall Term,
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 4th, J899.



